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From The Editor . . .

The image you see on our cover, for this “Castles and Cathedrals” issue of Celtic
Guide, is of Paisley Abbey, located in Paisley, Scotland. And, yes, that is the same
Paisley as in the paisley print design made popular in the 1960s, but still around
today. The pattern is said to come from Iran, but it was the Scots who first figured
out how to duplicate it on a mass scale, making it possible to produce unlimited
quantities – and this all happened in the town of Paisley, thus the name of the city
was applied to the cloth pattern. The Glasgow Airport is located very near Paisley
and the town plays host to this abbey so critical to the history of Scotland. And, yes,
that is my mug in the lower right hand corner, this being the very first cover of the
Guide to ever feature yours truly. The night before this photo was snapped, I ate my very first bite of
haggis, bought appropriately at a Middle Eastern deli as it was just closing up shop. It was a last resort,
as I had been starving all day while traveling to this town. The haggis was awful tasting, but there was
something about eating it while lying on the ground under the shadow of this abbey that made it all
worthwhile. I almost feel guilty using one of my own photos, as our professional photographers from
Ireland, Liam O Shea and Shane Broderick, and from Scotland, Cameron Morrison, have all provided
nice shots for this issue. But, then, it’s not every day I get asked to be on the cover of a magazine. :)
Inside this lovely little issue you will read of many castles and cathedrals throughout Celtic lands.
One thing to keep in mind, it was the guilds of masons who made the plans of the rich and powerful
come to fruition in the form of castles and cathedrals. Out of these guilds, whose members kept their
building secrets held very close to their vests, came the ultra-secret society of Freemasons. It is my
personal belief that Freemasonry and the Presbyterian religion had their roots in Culdee Christianity,
where allegiance to the Pope was nominal, and where each person was considered as close to God as
the next. I believe Paisley Abbey played an important role in this hidden history.
Be that as it may, there are many other great stories inside this issue to keep you glued to the
computer screen, so let’s get on with it!
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Paisley Abbey

by James A. McQuiston FSA Scot
USA

Some of the many stained-glass windows of Paisley Abbey – photo by Jim McQuiston

This author has visited Paisley Abbey twice
and can attest to its stoic grandeur. Unlike
many European cathedrals, the abbey reflects a
structured design and feel. There are gorgeous
woodworkings and stained-glass windows, to
be sure, but the feeling is one of soundness, not
frivolity; of purpose, not ornamentation.
Paisley Abbey was founded when Walter
FitzAlan (1106 – 1177), the High Steward of
Scotland, signed a charter for the establishment
of a Cluniac monastery on land he owned in
Renfrewshire, approximately seven miles from
Glasgow. Walter was the first Hereditary High
Land Steward of Scotland (ca. 1150-1177), and
has been described as “a Norman by culture,
and by blood a Breton.” If that were the case, he
could be Celtic from either bloodline, or both.
He was the third son of a Breton knight,
Alan fitz Flaad, feudal lord of Oswestry, by

his spouse Aveline. Flaad and his son Alan had
come to the favorable notice of King Henry I, of
England, who, soon after his accession, enlisted
the services of the father and son team.
Henry, in turn, was the son of the famous
William the Conqueror who brought Norman
power to the British Isles in 1066.
A group of thirteen monks came from
FitzAlan’s land in Shropshire, England, to set
up Paisley Abbey on the site of an old Celtic
church founded by St. Mirin in the 6th century.
In 1245, the priory was raised to the status
of an abbey, answerable only to the Pope in
Rome.
Paisley Abbey was dedicated to St. Mary, St.
James, St. Mirin (the local saint who had first
brought Christianity to this part of Scotland in
the sixth century) and St. Milburga (the local
saint of Wenlock).
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Some very commonly known surnames of
Scotland signed the charter of Paisley Abbey.
These include Richard Wallensis, in 1163, said
to be an ancestor of William Wallace.
Also, Gilbert DeHameldun signed in 1271.
He is said to be the progenitor of the famous
Hamilton family of Scotland.
Other names include Murray, Semphill, and
also Reginald (son of Somerled), whose son,
Donald, was the progenitor of the MacDonalds.
The original charter of Paisley Abbey reads:
Know all present and to come that I,
Walter, son of Alan, Steward of the King
of Scotland, for the soul of King David, of
King Henry, and of Earl Henry, and for the
souls of all of my parents and benefactors,
and for the salvation of the body and soul of
King Malcolm and of myself, to the honour
of God and by the power of his grace, shall
establish a certain house of devotion on my
lands of Paisley, according to the order of
the brethren of Wenlock, that is according to
the order of the monks of Clugny, with the
universal consent and assent of the Priory
of Wenlock. And for forming that house I
have received thirteen brethren from the
house of Wenlock ... (etc.)
During Roman occupation, and probably
long after it, the countryside around Paisley
was extensively covered with woods, as far as
the Clyde on the north, and eastward as far as
Glasgow, where great forests existed as late as
the 13th century. Under Roman power, a deep
and lasting effect was produced on the native
population. The wild hunters of the forest
gradually became tillers of the soil, and were
taught the rudiments of trade and commerce.
Each new step in civilization would bring
increased comfort to the villagers through the
improvement and extension of the village.
In 1829, a small brass medal, commemorative
of the Roman conquest of Judea in 70 A.D., was
found near Stanely Castle, located just south of
Paisley. The castle is now totally surrounded by
the waters of the Stanely Reservoir.

Also, in 1751, on a road just outside of
Paisley, it is said three old Roman urns were
reportedly uncovered.
The old Celtic spiritual center that existed at
Paisley fell into ruin partly through becoming
disorganized during the Viking invasions, and
partly through the earlier effects of Roman
occupation. It was St. Mirin who is said to have
originally brought Christianity to the people of
the Paisley area, and thus the abbey is partially
dedicated to him.
As the abbey was being established, Somerled,
Thane of the Isles, and forefather to Clan Donald
(and other Highland and Island clans) was at
war with the Scottish King Malcolm IV.
Malcolm’s own uncle, also named Malcolm,
appears to have been the maternal half-brother
of Somerled. Once Malcolm IV succeeded to
the throne, he was not about to let an upstart
from the Isles, relative or not, undermine his
authority, and so he sent a large contingent to
meet Somerled in battle very near present-day
Paisley. In fact, it is said that Somerled was
killed on the site of the current Glasgow Airport,
which is very near Paisley.
At the time of Somerled’s death, the monks
of Paisley were still busy establishing the abbey
and so they volunteered to handle the funeral
and burial of the great island chieftain. Somerled
was laid to rest at Saddell Abbey on Kintyre, an
abbey he had earlier established.
This kind deed endeared Clan Donald to
the monks and for centuries after, they helped
to support Paisley Abbey, beginning with
Somerled’s son Reginald. Many a Highland
chief took refuge there in old age.
The very last Lord of the Isles, John
MacDonald, is buried at the abbey, and his
brother, Uisdean or Hugh MacDonald, first
“chief” of Clan Donald (after the demise of the
Lordship of the Isles), died there in 1498, but
was transported back to the island of North Uist
for burial at a place called Clachan Shanda (or
the “community of Sand”).
Under royal patronage, the abbey became
wealthy and influential, and evidence exists
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of extensive trade between Paisley Abbey and
commercial centers throughout Europe. The
abbey was also a center of learning and it is
believed that William Wallace, who played a
prominent role in the Wars of Independence, in
the 13th century, was educated by the monks of
Paisley Abbey.
Much of the original building was destroyed
by fire in 1307 and restored during the 14th
century. In 1315, Sixth High Steward, Walter,
married Marjory Bruce, the daughter of the
famous Scottish king Robert the Bruce (who
had defeated an English army at the Battle of
Bannockburn in 1314).
In the following year, Marjory died at the
abbey following a tragic riding accident nearby.
The baby in her womb was saved and he became
King Robert II of Scotland, the very first of a
long line of Stewart kings. For this reason, the
abbey claims to be the “Cradle of the Royal
House of Stewart.”
Marjory, daughter of Robert II, married
an earlier John MacDonald, first Lord of the
Isles, and it was this couple who were great
grandparents to the last John, Lord of the Isles,
and his brother Hugh, Chief of Clan Donald.
Inside, the Abbey are contained a number of
noteworthy features such as:
• A memorial to John Witherspoon, minister
of the Auld Kirk in Beith, in Ayrshire, who
later helped to draft the American Declaration
of Independence and was
President of Princeton
University from 1768 until
his death in 1794.
Witherspoon was the
only minister to sign the
American
Declaration
of Independence, and he
rushed back from Scotland
to do it.
• The Wallace Memorial
Window - William Wallace
was born in nearby
Elderslie and was likely
educated at Paisley Abbey.

• A Celtic Barochan Cross which used to
stand on a hilltop near Houston, Renfrewshire.
• The St. Margaret window (Margaret was
the wife of Malcolm III of Scotland).
• A plaque recalling that in the abbey, in 1491,
the Abbot gave King James IV Papal absolution
for “Whatever responsibility he might have had
for the death of his father, King James III.”
The present-day queen of Great Britain is
descended from Walter FitzAlan. And, in fact,
the abbey is the final resting place of six High
Stewards of Scotland, plus Princess Marjory
Bruce, and the wives of both King Robert II and
King Robert III.
The collapse of the central tower in the mid16th century destroyed the transepts and choir,
and a wall was built across the east end of the
nave. At the Scottish Reformation in 1560,
the monastery was disbanded, the monastic
buildings handed over to the Hamilton family,
and the walled-off nave became the parish
church of Paisley.
It was under the Hamilton family that Paisley
Abbey became a Presbyterian church. The abbey
was the scene of many complaints filed against
both those who were thought to be Catholic, and
also against those charged with other crimes.
Good and bad, the abbey has played a huge,
and often secret, role in the history of Scotland,
one that is not spoken of much, but lies waiting
for its story to be fully and truly told.
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Castles
in
the
Neolithic
by Toni-Maree Rowe
New Zealand

Stowe’s Pound on Bodmin Moor - the granite stacks are known locally as the Cheesewring, but it is the
tumbled wall in the foreground that is part of the wall surrounding the summit of this Neolithic fortress.

This may be pushing the theme of “Castles
and Cathedrals” a bit far, but it is fair to say that
at some point in the past people decided it was
important to surround a part of the landscape
and themselves with a wall.
The act of enclosure is one of great
importance, as it says something about the
way people view themselves and their world.
Norman lords went out of their way to build
massive stone fortifications in areas where they
wished to ensure the locals knew their place and
who was boss.
Generally speaking, the Neolithic Period in
Britain begins around 4200 B.C. and is marked
by the appearance of the early monuments to
the dead, massive burial chambers made of
stone and earth. Economically, it is a time of
domestication, of plants and animals. Evidence
for early farming is rarely straightforward,
although it is right to say that as the Neolithic
progresses our ancestors’ reliance of this form
of food procurement increases.

Change Is In The Air
For the first time, we also see parts of the
landscape being separated and, in some cases
enclosed, by walls, ditches and banks. The
early enclosures throughout much of Britain are
referred to as causewayed enclosures, and their
function is under constant debate and review.
Such places could be regarded as tribal centres
where a number of activities were practised
- religious rituals, feasting, meeting with
delegates from other groups and trade centres
are all possibilities.
But what does this have to do with castles,
you ask? Well, for the purpose of this article
I want to consider one particular type of site
which could be regarded as the ancestor of the
castle.
In Cornwall there is a type of archaeological
site, which is almost unique to the country;
called “tor enclosures.” The name gives you a
good indication of the type of site they are. In
general a tor enclosure is a site with a wall (or
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walls) surrounding and incorporating a granite
tor high upon a hill. Eleven tor enclosures are
known in Cornwall, two of which are definitely
dated to the Neolithic, based on excavation
evidence. The remaining nine are typologically
dated to the same time frame.
In Devon, there are three possible tor
enclosures, and several others have been
suggested for Cumbria and Derbyshire. The
lack of excavation at these latter sites does mean
there is some debate regarding dating, nothing
can be certain without a secure stratigraphy.
The two which have been excavated are Carn
Brea and Helman Tor. The other enclosures
which have been suggested as having a Neolithic
date, based on similarities in morphology to the
excavated examples, include Berry Castle, Carn
Galver, De Lank, Notter Tor, Rough Tor, St
Stephen’s Beacon, Stowe’s Pound, Tregarrick
Tor and Trencrom Castle.

between 1970 and 1973. Here the excavators
discovered traces of wooden buildings, large
numbers of pottery and flint artefacts, dating the
site to between 3,900-3,300 B.C.

Carn Brea
A long hill with three summits, this site is
situated in the Camborne/Redruth area of west
Cornwall. The hill itself is instantly recognizable
due to the massive granite monument on the
central summit built in 1836 in memory of Sir
Francis Bassett of Tehidy, whose family owned
much of this part of Cornwall, including Carn
Brea and the mines surrounding it. On the
eastern summit is a small castle dating back to
the medieval period, when it was most likely
used as a hunting lodge set within a deer park
owned by the aforementioned Bassetts of
Tehidy. However, for those who brave the drive
up the southern flank (the potholes are huge), or
simply take a walk up the hill, there is a great
deal more to see.
Surrounding the central and eastern summits
are two substantial walls enclosing an area of
some fifteen hectares in total. There is also
evidence of deep ditches on the southern side
of the ramparts, and there are several entrances
particularly to the south. The inner wall makes
use of the natural rock outcrops. The eastern
summit was excavated over three seasons,

It has been estimated that the village had
about 200 inhabitants who appeared to live
a peaceful life, until it seemed to come to an
abrupt end. The archaeology revealed in excess
of 700 flint arrowheads and the remains of burnt
buildings, suggesting there was a pitched battle
on the eastern summit.

The granite monument to Sir Francis Bassett
on the central summit of Carn Brea.

View of the saddle of Carn Brea. In the distance is
the eastern summit with the medieval castle and in
the foreground are the remains of one of the many
roundhouses (most likely Iron Age in date).
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in date to Quoits, but are also
found in prominent positions
within the landscape, places
that may well have had long
associations with the people
of the land and were already
surrounded in myth and story.
“Communities were now
increasingly bound to the land
they cultivated and much of
the history of the succeeding
millennia is concerned with the
creation of agricultural land
and pasture, its maintenance,
its allocation, and later its
defence in the face of a steadily
increasing population.” 		
(Weatherhill 2009).

by James A. McQuiston FSA Scot
USA

Through the brambles and gorse, two humps can be seen - these are
the overgrown remnants of the Neolithic walls on		
Carn Brea.

Helman Tor
Helman Tor is situated near Lostwithiel and
is one of the outlying tors of Bodmin Moor.
Here you can see the remnants of earth and
stone walls which utilise the natural outcrops.
Excavations here were only exploratory in
nature and restricted by English Heritage, who
manages the property. The aims of the excavation
“were to establish the date, nature and cultural
assignation of the site.” The radiocarbon dates
obtained from the dig (in addition to the pottery
and flint typologies) give a range between 3,900
– 2,700 B.C., thus assigning it an early to mid
Neolithic date similar to Carn Brea. In fact, the
excavators were able to conclude that both Carn
Brea and Helman Tor had many similarities,
including the large deposits of pottery and stone
artefacts. There was also evidence for buildings,
some of stone but mostly timber structures.
It has been suggested (Weatherhill 2009) that
the construction of monuments in the Neolithic
reflect a new sense of territory. Hence sites
such as Chun Quoit appear in what seem to
us isolated areas, but were in fact very visible
indicators of a group’s identity, as well as a
focus for ritual activity. Tor enclosures are later

The defensive nature of such sites is well
attested to by the substantial walls which
surround and incorporate the natural tors of
these hilltops. These were obviously built to
impress and defend.
An interesting fact about the Cornish
Neolithic is the widespread distribution of
stone axes throughout southern Britain which
have been proven to come from several centres
in Cornwall - Mounts Bay, St Just, south-west
of Camborne, west Hensbarrow and Balstone
Downs. Stone axes were not just utilitarian
objects, but also appear to have had a greater
symbolic meaning. This is evidenced by the
fine jadeite axes found and traded across many
miles.
“Both Carn Brea and Helman Tor are
clearly a focus for long distance networks
of communication along which travelled an
extensive array of artefacts deriving from
sources to the east in Wessex and to the west.”
(Mercer 1997).
If tor enclosures were part of trade network
in valuable stone axes and other artefacts which
extended along the length of Cornwall and
into southern Britain, it may make sense of the
defensive nature of many of these sites.
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An early survey of Trencrom Hill by Charles Henderson
undertaken between 1914 and 1917.

Monuments of the Neolithic are often seen to
a
be community affair, one where the collective
bands together to build something of meaning.
Tor enclosures would have needed community
cooperation to construct. Thus, their meaning
to the people of the time was not just a place
to protect valuable resources, but it also said
something about who they were in relation to
the world around them. Identifying function
of a site is regarded as a principal aim of any
archaeologist. However, it is important to note

that a single function is never
a satisfactory explanation;
we only need to look around
our own communities to see
how a community place will
have multiple functions and
meanings, and even these
change over time.
It is also interesting to
note that in the majority of
cases, people did not cease
to use these sites. There is
evidence for use in both the
Bronze Age and Iron Age.
Carn Brea, in particular,
contains the foundation
stones
for
numerous
roundhouses on the saddle
of the hill. In addition,
stray finds of coinage from
both the late Iron Age and
Romano-British period attest
to its importance, perhaps as
part of the communication
network that may well
have sprung up around the
tin trade - tin and copper
replacing stone and pottery.
Carn Brea then becomes the
focus of a medieval deer park
and the much later tin mining
industry. Its meaning and
function changing over time,
it remained a focus for the
community surrounding it.

Weatherhill, C. 2009. Cornovia: Ancient
Sites of Cornwall and Scilly, 4000BC-1000AD.
Mercer R 1997. The Excavation of a
Neolithic Enclosure Complex at Helman Tor.
Cornish Archaeology No 36.
Mercer R. 1981. Excavations at Carn Brea,
Illogan, Cornwall – a Neolithic Fortified
Complex of the third Millennium BC. Cornish
Archaeology No 20.
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by Liam O Shea
Ireland
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Blackrock Castle is a 16th-century castle located about 2 km
from the heart of Cork City, Ireland, on the banks of the River
Lee. Originally built to defend the port and upper flows of Cork
Harbour, the castle is now the site of an observatory, visitor’s
centre and restaurant. In the late 16th century, the citizens
of Cork appealed to Queen Elizabeth I to construct a fort
at Blackrock to “repel pirates and other invaders”. Around 1600,
a round tower was constructed to safeguard against pirates
“carrying away” vessels entering the harbour. The earliest remains
of this structure remaining today are of a circular tower on the
water’s edge. In 1722, the old four-storey tower was destroyed
by fire and new one was built by the citizens, costing £296.
– 10 –

Castell Coch:Wales’FairytaleCastle
Anyone driving along the M4 through South
Wales is bound to have noticed the turrets
of a small castle rising from the treetops of
Tongwynlais. Castell Coch is often dismissed
by visitors to the region, who travel on to the
mightier Cardiff Castle, but I see this place as
a real hidden gem. I always love to look up
towards the hills whilst journeying eastwards
towards the Caerphilly junction, where the river
Taff draws the eye towards a beautiful view of
the castle framed by woodland.
The dreamy spires of the fairytale castle
call to you with a siren’s song to come see the
sleeping princess that lies in the castle’s tallest
tower, after fighting your way through the briars.
Or could it be the home of a mighty sorcerer
and his dragon. As a child I would dream that I
would be whisked off by a handsome prince and
live happily ever after in this magical castle!

by Pollyanna Jones
England

One glance of Castell Coch is all it takes
to arouse your imagination. It seems the site
called to its creators with the voices of the same
muses, for Castell Coch is a rare place of beauty,
where dreams are given form in every part of
the castle.
Meaning “Red Castle” in Welsh, what we
see today is far more modern than the original,
which was built from local red-sandstone.
There has been a castle on this site since the
late 11th century when the Normans attempted
to take control of the Taff Valley. Abandoned
soon after, it was then rebuilt by the infamous
Gilbert De Clare, in the 13th century. The illfated fortress didn’t last long, and it is believed
that it was brought to ruins during the Welsh
rebellion of 1314.
There the ruins stood for centuries, until
they inspired the Third Marquess of Bute, John
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Crichton-Stuart in the 19th century. Incredibly
wealthy, this Marquess wanted a summer-house,
and had decided that the sandstone ruins of the
castle would form the foundations for his new
building. Considered in his day to be the richest
man in Britain, he wanted fashionable romantic
folly that would be like no other.
William Burgess, designer and architect,
was commissioned to bring the Marquess’
dream to life. Burgess was heavily inspired
by the Pre-Raphaelites and the Arts and Crafts
movement, where every item was fashioned
to be as beautiful as it was practical. It was a
protest against the ugliness of industrialisation,
and the result was astonishing. The form of the
castle was based on the original ruins, but the
style was more strongly based on the castles
of continental Europe, inspired by the French
restorations of dilapidated chateaux.

Ceccardo Egidio Fucigna, an Italian sculptor
who produced the more classical figurative
pieces, including the Madonna and Child above
the drawbridge. The team knew each other
well, having worked together on many projects,
including Cardiff Castle.
Work on Castell Coch’s restoration began
in 1875, with the walls and towers being built
on the foundations of the original ruins. The
structure was complete, but then disaster struck.
During one of his visits to the castle in 1881,
Burgess caught a chill which was to be the end
of him. His life was cut short before he could
see the fairytale castle complete.
But the dream was so strong that it could not
die with William Burgess. The torch was taken
up by his brother-in-law, Richard Pullan, who
saw it through to completion. Working under
Chapple, Burgess’ team laboured on, completing
the lavish interior and furnishings.

NOTE: Color photographs are graciously provided
This image was taken by an unknown photographer by Shane Broderick of Ireland. See his work at –
and shows the building works in 1875 when the new www.facebook.com/ShaneBroderickPhotography
construction began on the site of the original ruins.
Every staircase, every room, and even the

John Starling Chapple, a stonemason and
architect, was hired to lead Burgess’ team. The
son of a carpenter, he also designed most of
the furnishings and furniture. Horatio Walter
Lonsdale was the chief artist, and painted the
majority of murals and produced numerous
stained glass designs in collaboration with
Burgess. The chief sculptor was Thomas
Nicholls, who also created Cardiff’s “Animal
Wall.” He was assisted at Castell Coch by

parts reserved for serving staff were made as if
they were straight out of a book of fairytales. No
level of care was diminished after Burgess had
died, if anything, the place was to be a memorial
to his creative genius. The Marquess’ summerhouse was finally done, and it was glorious.
This romantic folly is heralded by many as the
greatest example from its period.
Approaching the castle from the village of
Tongwynlais, the road narrows and brings you
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into the beech woods that cover the hillsides.
Wild garlic plants lend their aroma to the
rich scents of woodland, with many paths
throughout to explore this pristine woodland
and unique geology, which has earned Fforest
Fawr, meaning “Great Forest”, an SSSI (Site of
Special Scientific Interest) status.
The dramatic towers of Castell Coch rise
up from wide footings in a deep dry moat, and
one must walk across a drawbridge to reach the
castle. Gazing down upon you is a statue in the
gatehouse of the Madonna and Child, which
is the first hint of the lavish decoration of the
interior.
SteppingL. into
the cobbled courtyard,
by Michelle
Morgan
Kingdom
you feel United
as if you
have stepped into a Brothers
Grimm storybook. A wooden gallery high
above looks down upon the courtyard, from
which you could imagine a fair maiden casting
her gaze upon her knightly champion, returning
victorious on his steed.
Stairs lead up to various parts of the castle,
with one leading downwards to a once wellstocked wine cellar. During its heyday, the

Marquess had planted a vineyard on the slopes
beneath Castell Coch and successfully produced
wine. The area that once produced sweet white
and rich red wines is now a golf course.
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The rooms of the castle are extraordinarily
decorated. Every single one is either handpainted with images from Aesop’s Fables,
mythology, or Biblical scenes, or is decorated
with specially-commissioned tiles to make up
floral or Arabic designs. Vaulted ceilings are
juxtaposed against tiny little nooks, where days
could be whiled away with a good book. Every
single item in the castle has been hand-crafted,
and made to be a thing of beauty. Even the door
handles have an elaborate touch. Frescoes and
statues are dotted throughout the castle, with
artwork everywhere to be seen.

No expense was spared as Burgess was given
free reign with his designs for the romantic folly.
The 3rd Marquess must have been wealthy, but
I could not imagine what such a project would
cost in today’s money, nor whether it would
even be possible.
The Three Fates prepare, measure, and cut the
threads of life over one of the fireplaces, and it
is a tragedy that they chose such short measures
for Burgess. There is a sense of sadness for a
lost age about the place, and rumours of many
a ghost. The stories include a spectral Cavalier
from the 17th century who guards a lost treasure,
and that of a White Lady, ever searching for her
drowned boy.
Nine years after his dreams were set in stone,
the Marquess passed away. The castle was
seldom visited, and after the Great War of 19141918, the decline of the estate began. In a bid to
preserve it for the nation, the castle was donated
to the Ministry of Works in 1950 by the 5th
Marquess of Bute. Now managed by Cadw, the
beautiful castle and beech woods can be visited
for most of the year. A dreamy, romantic place,
it is also a popular venue for weddings.
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The site continues to inspire visitors and
dreamers alike, and has been used as a location
on the small and big screen, appearing in
Doctor Who, The Worst Witch, The Prisoner of
Zenda, and The Black Knight. When you see it
for yourself, it is easy to imagine that you are
in some hidden corner of Bavaria instead of
south Wales. Most of Wales’ castles stand as

testaments to the struggles of the Welsh people
under oppression, but Castell Coch rose from
the ruins of its past to stand as a beacon into
the modern age, proving that dreams and beauty
have as much of a place in the world as function
and practicality. Wales is a place where myths
are born, and in exceptional circumstances,
brought to life.

https://www.facebook.com/Pollysfolly
http://www.pollyanna-jones.co.uk/
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Shadows of Stirling

by Ryan Chavez
USA

ABOVE: Stirling Castle, as photographed by Finlay McWalter
From Wiki Creative Commons Copyright © 2003, 2004, 2005

License http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Commons:GNU_Free_Documentation_License,_version_1.2

Pink Lady’s Tale
A babe of nine months,
Crowned in a day,
In Sterling Castle,
Her spirit does play.
Walking the halls, her pink dress flowing,
She passes in front of you
Without you knowing.
Pink Lady some call her, but this is a guise,
The truth is much deeper, to your surprise
Mary is her name and her crown was cut free,
But in Stirling she dances for her people to see.

The Pink Lady (1867) by Alfred Stevens
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Green Lady’s Sorrow

The Green Dress (c. 1890-99) by John Alexander

Mary, Queen of Scots, is the
Lady in Pink and she was
attended, in real life, by the
Four Marys - Mary Beaton,
Mary Seton, Mary Fleming,
and Mary Livingston.
Any one of these four could
be the Green Lady.

A strong sweet lass in charge of a queen,
But a vision of danger
The lass had foreseen.
When the night would fall,
Mary would die,
So the lass begged the queen
To let her stay by.
Night arrived and sleep set in,
She had to stay up; death could not win.
She awoke to fire engulfing the room,
This had to be Mary’s impending doom.
She held her queen for she would not wake,
But the smoke made the lass’s arms to shake.
The door was brought down
With a couple of swings,
And smoke filled the hallway
As if it had wings.
The lass was granted what she had wished,
Mary was saved, but the lass had perished.
Now in penance she roams the halls,
A Lady in Green, and danger she calls.
Forever to warn of impending doom,
To atone for the fire
That engulfed her Queen’s room.
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by Piotr Kronenberger
Poland

Eilean Donan Castle

For this month’s theme of “Castles And
Cathedrals,” I’ve chosen a castle that is as
picturesque as it is mysterious – thought to be
haunted and romantic at the same time. It is
a place described by Celtic Guide’s very own
Jim McQuiston as “the epitome of a Highland
castle.”
Eilean Donan (Eilean Donnain in Scottish
Gaelic) is a fortress located on a small island
in the middle of Loch Duich in the western part
of the West Highlands region, at the confluence
of three Scottish lochs. The castle is part of the
Kintail National Scenic Area – one of 40 such
areas throughout Scotland. It stands about half
a mile (one kilometer) away from the village of
Dornie.
The name of this fortress literally means
“Donnán’s Island,” and refers to a certain
Celtic/ Irish saint and bishop, Donnán of Eigg,
martyred around the year 617 A.D.
Legend has it that St. Donnán settled on the
castle island seeking solitude, and built a church

there. As it usually happens in stories like this,
a small community of believers eventually
developed on the island, under the saint’s care.
Today, however, there is no tangible evidence
left of that first settlement.
Due to the seemingly opposing traits outlined
in the first paragraph, Eilean Donan Castle can
often be seen on photographs, in movies (most
famously in the movie Highlander with Sean
Connery and Christopher Lambert), as well as
in schoolbooks. I remember having two English
language workbooks in which Eilean Donan was
featured prominently across two whole pages.
Throughout its history, both the castle and the
island upon which it stands functioned as a
last-defence outpost. From the 9th to the 13th
centuries, the Scots repelled Viking invasions
there.
Eilean Donan Castle itself was built in the
13th century, through the combined efforts
of Clan MacKenzie and Clan MacRae. Both
Clans took turns caring for the castle and its
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inhabitants for the next several hundred years.
In the first half of the 14th century, the castle
served as a hideout for the famous King of the
Scots, Robert the Bruce.
In 1331, Thomas Randolph, Earl of Moray,
had fifty men put to death in the castle courtyard.
The victims’ heads were then mounted on the
walls as a warning.
Later on, during the Jacobite Uprisings of
the 18th century, Eilean Donan Castle became
the stronghold of Scottish rebels.
On May 10th, 1719, the English stood on the
bank of Loch Duich, looking across the water at
the castle, which was held firmly by the Scottish
Clan MacKenzie and a garrison of 46 troops
sent in support of the Jacobites by Philip V of
Spain.
The English first tried negotiating – they sent
an envoy across the lake, under a flag of truce.
But the Scots were too nervous to listen, so the
envoy got shot.
Understandably, this enraged the English.
They bombarded the castle with cannon fire
continuously for the next three days and nights.
At dawn on the fourth day, not a stone was left

standing of the former fortress. All the people
inside were dead.
After that furious battle, Eilean Donan Castle
was largely forgotten.
Some 200 years later, in 1911, LieutenantColonel John MacRae-Gilstrap bought the
island and for the next two decades, committed
himself to rebuilding the castle according to
original plans and specifications. Gilstrap also
added the drawbridge which now connects the
castle island with the mainland.
Looking at Eilean Donan Castle today, you
can see how the fortress looked at the turn of the
17th and 18th centuries.
As I mentioned in the first paragraph, the
castle is thought to be one of the most haunted
places in all of Scotland. According to many
witnesses, one of the guest rooms has for decades
been the residence of a certain apparition known
only as “Lady Mary.”
Other evidence points to one of the victims of
the 1719 assault – a Spanish soldier frequently
appears in the castle’s gift shop, holding his
head under his arm. Kinda spooky, but otherwise
fascinating, isn’t it?
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J. Maxwell Wood explores Scotland’s rich
folklore tradition in her book Witchcraft and
Superstitious Record in the South-Western
District of Scotland, published in 1911. Since
this book is in the public domain, it is available
for free online (see link at the end), and we can
freely reprint sections. Here is an excerpt in
which the author describes the ghostly piper of
Dunskey Castle:

by Carolyn Emerick
USA

May 2015

Scotland is a nation rich in folkloric tradition.
Both the Highlands and the Lowlands preserved
distinct cultural folk tradition with Gaelic,
Anglo-Saxon, and Norse influences. These
cultures, along with the unique landscape and
climate of this hilly northern country, fused to
give Scottish folklore a unique flavor. Stories of
ghosts and spirits are one common feature of
Scottish lore.
In fact, in his book Scottish Folklore, author
Raymond Lamont-Brown says “When the early
Christian missionaries came to Scotland, they
found a land they deemed full of spirits and
demons. The Irish saint Adamnan (c.625-704),
Abbot of Iona, tells us so in his Life of Saint
Columba” (Lamont-Brown, 32). Although
these missionaries canvassed and converted the
Celtic people very early in the Middle Ages,
much earlier than the rest of Northern Europe,
these beliefs in spirits lingered on far into the
modern era. The land is dotted with numerous
castles, many of which harbor dark histories.
Combine that with the misty atmosphere of a
notoriously superstitious culture, and it is no
wonder that tales of haunted castles are abundant
in Scotland.
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Traversing from Western Galloway to
Eastern Dumfriesshire, gleaning as we go,
the legend connected with Dunskey Castle,
which yet in ruined solitude stands sentinel
over the rock-bound shore and restless sea
at Portpatrick, first calls for mention.
The story goes back to the occupation
of the Castle in the fourteenth century by
Walter de Curry, a turbulent sea rover,
who, becoming much incensed at the
outspoken and fearless utterances of an
Irish piper whom he had taken prisoner
and compelled to his service as minstrel
and jester, condemned the unfortunate man
to a lingering death from starvation in the
Castle dungeons.
Tradition asserts, however, that the piper
found his way into a secret subterranean
passage leading from the Castle to a cave
on the sea-shore, from which, however, he
was unable to find egress, and where he
perished miserably.
Along this passage the troubled ghost
of the piper was long reputed to march,
backwards and forwards, playing the
weirdest of pipe music, and so indicating,
as was firmly believed, to the awe-stricken
listeners above, the line of direction of the
secret underground passage (Wood, 244245).

Returning to Raymond Lamont-Brown’s
Scottish Folklore, we find more stories of castle
hauntings involving music. The first story takes
place in Airlie Castle, “the former traditional
home of the Earls of Airlie at Cortachy.”
In 1640, Airlie Castle was burned down after
it was captured by the Earl of Argyll.

The castle’s drummer, from the Cameron
clan, was responsible for sounding the alarm to
alert the Ogilvie family, the castle’s defenders,
of danger. When he failed to do so, and the
castle fell, the drummer was blamed. The others
escaped, but apparently locked the drummer
inside to burn alive as the flames engulfed
Airlie. Ever since his horrible death, the Airlie
Drummer returns to warn the Ogilvie family of
impending deaths (Lamont-Brown, 70).
The second story is brief enough to quote in
its entirety. Lamont-Brown says:
Inverary Castle, home of the Dukes
of Argyll, is haunted by the ‘Harper of
Inverary.” Heard in the area of the Blue
Room, the ghost is thought to be that of
a man hanged at the time the Marquis of
Montrose was hunting down the then lard.
(Lamont-Brown, 97)

The Bonnie House O’ Airlie – illustrations from
“The Bards of Angus and the Mearns,” 1897

Inverary Castle: photo by Alex Walton, Wikimedia Commons
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Duntulm Castle: photo by Martin McCarthy, Wikipedia Commons

In her book Skye: The Island and its Legends,
Otta F. Swire describes several hauntings
of Duntulm Castle. One story arose from an
unfortunate, albeit somewhat humorous, mixup. Hugh Uisdean MacGillespic Chleirich
(we’ll just call him Hugh) was the cousin of
Donald Gorm Mor, chief of Clan Macdonald of
Clanranald. Hugh, apparently, was known as a
murderous bugger. He had previously plotted to
murder Donald Gorm Mor, as well as having
murdered several other individuals. But, Hugh’s
next plot against the life of his cousin would
prove to be his undoing.
This plot was quite elaborate. Hugh went
through the effort to build a custom castle just to
carry out his sinister deed. Castle Uisdean, also
called Hugh’s Castle, was constructed on the Isle
of Skye. The castle was built with no windows
and only one door, to prohibit Donald’s escape.

Ruins of Uisdean Castle: photo by
Bert Kaufmann, Wikimedia Commons

When the castle was finished, Hugh planned
a housewarming party and happily composed
his invitations. He wrote a very flowery invite
to his cousin Donald to lure him in. Meanwhile,
Hugh wrote another letter to a friend called
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Martin, of East Trotternish, known as “a mean
rogue,” giddily laying out his plot to murder
Donald which would be completed by Martin.
Well, as fortune would have it, after the letters
were sealed in their individual packets, they
were accidentally mixed up. Martin received the
sugary sweet invitation, while Donald received
the letter describing the plot on his own life!
As you may well imagine, this did not go
over well with Donald Gorm Mor. He stormed
Hugh’s castle and laid siege to it until it fell.
Hugh tried to escape, dressed as a woman. But,
apparently, his husky body frame gave him
away and he was captured. Donald hauled his
cousin Hugh back to his own castle, Duntulm,
where Hugh was slowly killed. The method
of execution was feeding him salted meat and
fish without water until he died of dehydration.

Hugh’s ghost is said to haunt Duntulm to this
day (Swire, 52-53).
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Ruins of Duntulm Castle: photo by Andrew Wood, Wikimedia Commons
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by Victoria Roberts
USA

Doune
Castle
Doune Castle photo by Cameron Morrison, Scotland

Doune Castle (Gaelic: An Dùn, meaning
“the fort”), also known as the fictional Castle
Leoch in Outlander, is a stronghold located in
the Stirling district of central Scotland. Some
may also recognize this Scottish landmark as
the place where certain parts of Monty Python
and the Holy Grail were filmed. Although
the address indicates the castle is found in
Perthshire, Doune is assigned Falkirk postal
codes. The village lies within the parish of
Kilmadock and is surrounded by the River
Teith and Ardoch Burn.
The castle was the home of Robert Stewart,
Duke of Albany (1340-1420). He was the greatgrandson of Robert the Bruce, and served as a
partial-Regent under three different Scottish
monarchs: Robert II, Robert III and James I. In
addition to the Duke of Albany, Stewart held
many titles, such as the Earl of Menteith, Earl
of Fife, Earl of Buchanan and Earl of Atholl.
Stewart was buried in Dunfermline Abbey
in Fife and was succeeded by his son, Murdoch

Stewart. In 1424, Murdoch’s reign was shortlived when James I returned to Scotland from
captivity in England. James executed Murdoch
and the majority of his family for treason,
almost obliterating the entire line of Albany
Stewarts.
As a result, Doune Castle became a royal
retreat and was used by succeeding monarchs.
By the 16th century, the castle belonged to the
Earls of Moray.
In 1883, the castle was restored, and
additional repairs were made in 1970. The 20th
Earl of Moray placed the castle into the hands
of Historic Scotland in 1984.
Located only five miles from Stirling Castle,
the fortified Doune Castle was strategically
built, as most castles were during that time.
Doune is naturally defended on three sides
by steep ground and two rivers from east to
west. With the castle’s pentagon-type design,
buildings are along the north and northwest
sides enclosing the courtyard.
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The gate tower, main entrance, and domestic
apartments are housed in the north front and are
positioned in the familiar L-shape of a Scottish
tower house. The looming gate house stands
100 feet above ground and is situated at the
north-east corner of the castle.
The Lord’s Hall can be reached from the
courtyard by an enclosed stone staircase. There
is no direct access between the ground floor
and the Lord’s Hall, which occupies the entire
first floor. Wood paneling lines the walls and
a plaque proudly displays the arms of the Earl
of Moray. In addition, a musicians’ gallery
overlooks the hall.
The castle kitchens boast a wide fireplace (18
feet) that takes up the full length of one wall,
and there are hatches and a doorway leading
into the screened end of the great hall. A stair
turret leads up to two levels of guest rooms,
including the royal apartments, a suite of two
bedrooms. As with other lands with Celtic lore
and legends, Doune Castle is no exception.

Och, aye. There are tales of fairies.
Ternishee is a small wooded land east of
Annat Chapel. It gets its name from the Gaelic
tir na sídhe, meaning “land of the fairy.” Also
near the Bridge of Teith, a burial mound called
Tullochanknowe is said to be a favorite haunt
of the fairies. Tread carefully.
A friend of mine is currently in Scotland and
just paid Doune Castle a wee visit. A must see
for all lovers of Scotland!
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NYT and USA Today bestselling author
Grace Burrowes gets the photo credit for
this Doune Castle photo.
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Celtic
Stonework

by Lisa Star

in America

When I first saw this tiny stone chapel in
the woods near my house in the suburbs of
Washington, DC, I recognized the Celtic cross on
the roof and it seemed quite magical to me. This
photograph is not very good, but it’s the only
photo there is, and now the only one there is ever
likely to be. A year or so after I took this picture,
in about 1995, workers in the area replaced the
roof and removed the cross, which they took
away and never brought back.

USA

Description of the Chapel

The chapel is only about 8 feet long by 6 feet
wide, if memory serves. It has an altar built into
one gable end, and a stained-glass window on the
opposite wall made of many small pieces of green
and yellow milky glass set in a diamond-shaped
frame. The window is quite large and pointed
at the top. There is a single human-sized door
on the long wall facing south and a set of steps
leading up to it. The building has neither hearth
nor chimney nor any window that can be opened,
so it couldn’t have been used as a residence of
any kind.

Photograph of a small chapel in the woods with
a Celtic cross on the roof, which is now gone.

I don’t know who built this chapel, but the
Celtic cross was made of the same red sandstone
as some other major construction in the area.
The lock system of the Chesapeake & Ohio
Canal and the Cabin John Bridge are reported
to have been built by immigrants, who were
skilled stone cutters in their own countries. They
cut and dressed the red sandstone used for these
structures. Both the canal and the Cabin John
Bridge were built before the American Civil War,
which began in 1861, and both were considered
great works of engineering for their time.

Here is a rough sketch of the chapel,
drawn from memory.

The chapel is within walking distance of both
the bridge and the seven locks section of the
C&O Canal, but I doubt that the workers were
compensated for building a chapel in the nearby
forest by either the U.S. government who paid
for the bridge, or by the company that built the
C&O Canal.
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Cabin John Bridge, built in a perfect arc over Cabin John Creek (postcard from about 1906).

The workers must have built the chapel for
their own private use, on their own time. I don’t
know anything about the people who did this. It
seems not to have been well-documented.
I hope they didn’t end up like the people at
Duffy’s Cut (see “What Happened at Duffy’s
Cut?” by Carolyn Emerick in the January 2015
issue of Celtic Guide, pp. 30-34).
There are rumors that many immigrant laborers
working on the C&O Canal in this area died of
cholera, too. However, there are no human grave
markers in the area near this chapel.
The Cabin John Bridge is still in use. The C&O
Canal is no longer used for transportation, but it
is now maintained as a beautiful national park
that runs from Washington, DC to Cumberland
Gap on the Maryland side of the Potomac River.
This is a great area for bird watching and there
are many owls in this area.
The last time I was at the chapel, it was
being used by people who worshipped owls, as
evidenced by the small owl statuettes on the altar,
and by the braid of ribbons and owl feathers that
hung on the door. I don’t know if the chapel is

still there, because I can’t find it on Google Street
View, however, it’s not really on a street.
The beautiful stonework of the Cabin John
Bridge, the C&O Canal, and the tiny Celtic
chapel, stands as a testament to the physical labor
and the transcendence of humans. I’m touched
that these hard-working people built themselves
a little chapel in the woods for their own private
devotion.

A photo of Lock 10 of the C&O Canal (nearby
the chapel) showing the large red sandstone blocks.
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Castles
In

The Air
by Alison MacRae
Canada

My Mum and Dad standing in the ruins of Ballone Castle. many years ago.

In Scotland, there are more than 2,000 castles,
- yes, that many. Not all of them are livable;
some are now private residences and others are
in ruins. There are also castles that cannot be
listed, as they were demolished or vanished,
and there are no longer any traces of them.

In England, there are 1,500 castles listed;
many of them have also vanished. In Wales,
there are 100 to 400 of them still standing as
ruins or restored buildings. In Ireland, there are
345, though not all the ones that are in ruins are
listed.
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So many castles, which ones to write about? acquired by the MacKenzies in 1623. It was in
I have decided to start the wee journey in ruins by the mid-18th century.
Northern Scotland and end up in Ireland.
In the 1990s, the castle was purchased by
Lachlan and Annie Stewart. They had to wait
Ballone Castle
two years for the plans to be approved for the
I grew up with a beautiful photo of my Mum restoration of Ballone. The restoration of the
and Dad standing in a ruined castle. I didn’t castle then took another six years. They lived in
know or did not remember what castle and a one room hut that they built in two weeks, and
where it was. My daughter had the small photo lived in it for eight years.
enlarged and framed for a Mother’s Day gift
This hut was on the property so that they
one year. I investigated further and found out could be there every step of the way while
more about this ruined castle.
the restorations were being done. They moved
It only made sense when I found it was into the castle in 1998 – that is how long the
Ballone Castle, which is in the Tarbat Peninsula, restorations took.
one mile away from Portmahomack, a small
Together, they started a family-owned
fishing village in the Easter Ross area.
business, working on a modern interpretation
My maternal grandmother was from the of Scottish interior design and architecture,
village of Rockford. The only way to access the focusing on restoration and renovation.
village is to go through Portmahomack, which
They always wanted to live in a castle and
lies inside the Moray Firth. This area seems to they got their wish. It is a private residence not
have been the site of significant activity during open to the public for tours.
the time of the Picts, early Christianity, and the
The original castle was built on a Z plan and
Vikings.
is unusual in having one round tower and one
rectangular tower. In other Z plans, it is usually
two round towers and two rectangular towers.
The Stewarts dug their own lime pit, made
lime, mortar and plaster, and mixed limewash
paints. The castle was in ruins, though much of
the stone was there or could be sourced nearby.
The 17th century castle now has two
bedrooms and one bathroom. Downstairs they
have made a granny flat. The medieval part has
eight grand bedrooms and three more rooms in
the cellar, plus five bathrooms.
Ballone Castle overlooking the Moray Firth.
Then there is a great hall, and the new hall,
Wikipedia photo by Jim Blain
the little library, and three kitchens. This has all
Ballone Castle did not start out with that been restored from the ruins. Photos available
name; it started with the names Bindal Muir, on the web show the condition it was in and how
Tarbat Castle, and Castlehaven.
it looks now; quite an achievement I would say.
Ballone Castle seems to be the name given xxFrom what I have been able to gather Ballone
to it in the 1800s. It is pronounced “Bal-own,” Castle has not seen any battles. To me, that is
as in to own something. It was built in the 16th so unusual for a castle in Scotland. The only
century, presumably by the Earl of Ross. It then battle that has occurred here is the restoration
went to the Dunbars, who held the property until of the castle to make it livable and looking like
the beginning of the 17th century, when it was a castle again.
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Dumbarton Castle, in a drawing from the 1800s (Wikipedia image).

Dumbarton Castle
This castle has a recorded history as a major
stronghold dating back into the Dark Ages, and
spans 1,500 years, making this the most ancient
continuously-fortified castle in the British Isles.
It is 254 ft. above sea level and is now in ruins.

Dumbarton Castle today (Wikipedia image).

Lying at the junction of the River Leven and
the River Clyde, it was built on the volcanic
mass of Dumbarton Rock to help defend it.
Dumbarton was the capital of the ancient
kingdom of Strathclyde until 1018 and suffered
Viking attacks in 870. From the 13th century,
it was a royal burgh. The castle was the main
base for the Scottish kings in their ongoing
struggle to control the Highland and Hebridean
chieftains.
This medieval castle was built by Alexander
II of Scotland around 1220 as a fortress against
the threat of Norway, whose kings ruled the
Hebrides and the islands in the River Clyde,
which were not yet part of Scotland.
When Edward I marched into Scotland in
March 1296, he captured Dumbarton Castle and
installed his own governors. One of them was
Sir John Stewart of Mentieth, the traitor who
turned William Wallace over to the English.
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William Wallace was imprisoned here for
a short time in the 1300s after being captured
by the English, and held in the castle before
being sent to London for his trial and hanging.
There is a plaque in the part of the castle known
as Wallace Tower, thought to be named after
William Wallace.
In 1548, Mary, Queen of Scots, was kept at
the castle when she was five years old. It was
several months before her supporters were able
to get a ship into the harbour to take her to
France for her safety.
Through the years, Cromwell’s forces
occupied the castle, as did some of Bonnie
Prince Charlie’s men who were imprisoned
there in 1745. Queen Victoria visited the castle
and held court on the rock.
In later years, the castle became a prison.
Then it was used as a barracks. It was later
abandoned as obsolete in 1865.
This may be the oldest military stronghold
in Britain. The fortress may have been there
when the Romans left Britain, and was used as
recently as World War II.
To visit this castle, you have to be very fit, as
it has many steps to the top of the White Tower
Crag. It has a magnificent view, and you have
to climb 557 steps to get there – steps which
are very steep. You can then see all the way
across to the Highlands, and up the river Clyde
to Glasgow.
I know this from experience, having done
this in my childhood days. I used to visit the
castle, as it was not that far from where I lived.
Climbing is not permitted on Dumbarton
Rock. As the rock is also a site of special
scientific interest, it is important to protect its
geology, plants, wildlife and archaeology.
The castle is run and administered by Historic
Scotland, which is an executive agency of the
Scottish government and opened in the summer
from April 1st to September 30th. When you
do get to the top, I can assure you’ll be out of
breath. Oh, and one important hint - wear good
walking shoes.

Killyleagh Castle
This castle is in the village of Killyleagh,
County Down, Northern Ireland.
It was first started in 1180 by an Anglo Norman Knight, John de Courcy, who built
fortifications on the site of the castle as part of
a series of fortifications around the Strangford
Lough for protection from the Vikings.

Killyleagh Castle. Wikipedia photo by Peter Clarke

In 1602, Gaelic chieftain Con O’Neill of
Clandeboye owned Killyleagh Castle.
O’Neill had a quarrel with the English and
sent his men to attack. He was imprisoned, but
later granted a royal pardon. King James I, on
granting him pardon, divided his land up into
three parcels. One of them went to a Scottish
gentleman named James Hamilton, later 1st
Viscount Claneboye. James built the courtyard
walls and it has been the home of the Hamiltons
ever since.
Killyleagh Castle follows the architectural
style of a Loire Valley chateau, being designed
by architect Sir Charles Lanyon in the mid-19th
century. The renovations of the castle created
its romantic silhouette with the addition of the
turrets.
James Hamilton, 1st Earl of Clanbrassil (son
of Viscount Claneboye) built the second tower.
He was a supporter of the Stuart Monarch
Charles I. The castle was besieged in 1649 by
Oliver Cromwell’s forces when they sailed
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up the Strangford Lough and blew up the
gatehouse.
Henry Hamilton, the son of 1st Earl of
Clanbrassil, rebuilt the castle in 1666. He erected
the north tower and built the long fortified wall
in the front of the castle.
The only other attack on the castle was during
the Troubles of the 1920s. The Irish Republican
Army and the Hamiltons exchanged gunfire.
The Hamiltons had an advantage, as they
were up on the battlements firing down and had

protection. The I.R.A. was not successful in
gaining entry to the castle.
The Hamiltons have opened two of the towers
as a self catering accommodation. Guests can
use the tennis courts and swimming pool, and
there is a roof top patio. The towers can sleep
up to 15 people and offer modern facilities,
including central heating. The castle also has
hosted occasional concerts.
I hope your tour of these magnificent “Castles
In The Air” was enjoyable!
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by Cass and Deborah Wright
Bellows Falls, VT, USA

Leslie

“Grip fast!” hisses the seannachie, leaning
forward with his eyes bulging and hands spread
wide for emphasis, “who says that, do ye ken?”
“The Griffin!” chant back the children of the
keep, huddling close in their wraps and robes,
their attention fixed on the personage of their
seannachie, their storyteller, where he sits,
limned by the soft glow of the hearth’s embers,
there in the lesser hall. The warden and the
governor, the tutor and the cleric, other high
men like the marshall, the smith and the bard,
they might belong to the clan’s great house, and
the chieftains thereof, but the seannachie, their
beloved teller of stories and yarns, the keeper of
all those tales of olden times, and the thrilling
history of their very own families, he
belongs to the children of the castle
and the keep, every bit as much as
he does to the chief, and his warriors,
and all the kin, kith and ilk that might
dwell here, or come to visit.
“Aye, me wee turnips!” chortles
the seannachie, “an’ where do that old
Griffin say such?”
“On all our flags an’ banners, an’
the standard o’ the Chief,” shout the
bairns in practiced chorus; “An’ on the
shields what our fightin’ men carry!”
adds Rory, the stabler’s boy. “An’ on
the Chief’s cape, when he hosts the
Lord Bishop!” squeals the baker’s girl,
the wee lass with all the freckles.
“Aye, an’ just so!” nods the
seannachie, “an’ why does that great,
grim, golden Griffin remind us always
to grip all so fast with those talons?”

In closer draw the children then, eyes bright and
wide, their heads shaking and wee shoulders
shrugging; most have not heard these pearls of
wizardliness, and the elder who have, want to
hear it all again.
“Castles and forts and great keeps have we,
the kin of the blood of High Leslie,” intones the
seannachie sagely, “Great Houses of the likes
of Leslie must keep close to them their great
hames of stone and timber, their farms, their
mills, their fordings, their lands of forest, and
the lands within, lands of mead and game, and
mountainous passes of holding, and great, long
waters of passage . . .” – here he stamps the foot
of his gnarled staff for dramatic emphasis upon
the worn shale of the hall’s floor, “and what all
of those we have taken, and been given and won,
by steel and gold and blood, must be held with
vigor, and valor, and tightly by its fastness.”
“Tell us again, Uncail,” intones one of the
captain’s twin scamps, using the endearment of
the Gaelic word for uncle, “of when the words
were first said!”
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Leslie Tartan and Shield

Nodding with a feigned weariness, the
seannachie hushes the barrage of urging that
follows, teasing them a little about having heard
the story so very often, even as he mentally
prepares to weave the tale yet again . ..
Would you like to hear it as well? I would
like to tell you, but first, we must step back
a few years earlier, and set the stage for the
remarkable people who planted the seeds for
the House of Leslie.
The Leslie family is one of the few among
Scottish names to have originated in Hungary,
and like the renowned line of the Drummonds,
arrived through the circumstances of the foreign
exile known as Edgar the Atheling, whose ship
was badly blown off course, and nearly wrecked,
except for the consummate navigation of its
captain, who went on to become the progenitor
of House Drummond. Among the Atheling’s
party aboard that craft, was an able seaman, and
minor courtier, named Bartolf (sometimes seen
rendered as Bartholomew).
It is historic fact that Bartolf was accepted by
Malcolm Canmore (then King of the Scots), into
his royal court with the other stranded principals
of Edgar’s royal retinue, including of course
Edgar’s sister Margaret, the soon-to-be wife of
King Malcolm, in 1067. What is not known as
factual is the popular legend that it was Bartolf
who rescued Margaret from being washed to a
salty death by a huge wave which crashed across
the deck of that storm-swept ship.
Certainly such a thing might have happened,
and would further elucidate the Princess’s
continued fondness for the man, but most
historians find the anecdote to be too broadly
apocryphal for credence.
Regardless, Bartolf was remembered for
being a man of vigorous intellect as well as one of
great stamina and strength - attributes certainly
valued in an age when muscle was often needed
to shield morality. Thereby he swiftly became
a great favorite at King Malcolm’s Court at
Dunfermline, obtaining in short order the hand

of one of Canmore’s own sisters, and then, as
the brother-in-law of the King, the governorship
of Edinburgh Castle. Extensive grants of land
in Aberdeenshire, Angus, and Fife, followed as
his popularity arose with the recognition of his
stalwartness.
It is in this era that Princess Margaret, wife
of Malcolm Canmore, King of Scots, came
again in peril from a threat by Scottish waters,
but once again, purportedly for the second time,
the protective might of the courageous Bartolf
was there to safeguard her.
The accepted detail of this rescue was that
the queen was attempting to follow her retinue
across a river swollen greatly from springtime
flooding, the rough water causing her mare to
founder, and begin to lose footing. Seeing her
royal personage at risk, Bartolf surged forward
alongside, and pulled her onto his own mount,
behind his saddle. That effort served to put the
knight’s own steed below the safety of the ford,
and suddenly, Bartolf felt Margaret beginning
to be swept away by the torrent as his horse
faltered against the roaring current.
“Grip fast!” Bartolf ordered, and Margaret,
fearing for her life, grasped the buckle of her
guardian’s sword-belt with both hands, replying
prayerfully “Will the buckle bide!” Laboring
heroically, Bartolf and his steed managed to
thrash their way across to the far shore, and
safely deposit his queen, who was soaking wet
and shaking, but gratefully alive.
At this juncture of the telling, no doubt the
seannachie there at old Balgonie would be sure
to remind the young ears eagerly listening that
- Henceforth, the legendary command of “Grip
Fast,” which saved the life of a queen, would
be honored forever on the crest of the Leslies.
Also, it inspired the clan warriors to deck the
fronts of their shields with actual belt buckles
(and sometimes, entire buckled belts) to honor
the great feat of their founder, a martial tradition
that may still be seen today in formal parades or
other high presentations.
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Afterward, old Bartolf went on to establish
his central holding in the Garioch region of
Aberdeenshire, at a place referred to in that time
as Lesselyn, where he erected the family’s first
castle. In an effort to establish his heritage as
being most essentially Scottish, Bartolf chose
for himself the surname of Lesselyn, thereby
matching it to his main place of residence. With
a grain of imagination, one can easily see how
the family name reduced therefrom to, at first,
Lesley, and later to the other spellings, many of
which continue into the 21st century. History
notes Bartolf’s son, Malcolm, as being awarded
the seat of constable at his namesake’s castle at
Inverury, which he was proud to hold in service
to the Canmore’s son, David II.

But it was still the 13th century when the
name of Lesley first found general use, notably
from Bartolf’s great grandson, Sir Norman
Lesley, who established the estates of Lesley
after acquiring the lands of Fythkill in Fife in
the early 1280s. There was built their first seat,
the Castle Leslie, on the banks of the Gaudy,
behind the hill of Bennachie. So many cadets of
the house clustered around their ancestral keep,
that, in the words of a fine old song “Thick sit the Leslies on Gaudy side,
At the back of Bennachie.”
As their star rose, the Leslies found it more
critical to take measures, as needed by their
times, to hold, and improve, the castles, keeps
and estates they had acquired, and sometimes

that even meant overseeing their possession
and entitlement within their own bloodlines. A
peculiar example of such a struggle occurred
in the 1390s, when a later Sir Norman Lesley
settled his heritable estates and holdings on a
cousin, a fellow knight named George Lesley,
under the mistaken belief that his only son
David had perished in the Holy Lands during
the last campaign of the Crusades. The happy
revelation of David Lesley’s survival, and his
return home, was quickly overshadowed by the
challenge of Cousin Sir George having taken
possession of the young soldier’s birthright just
that prior year. Remarkably enough, though no
details have survived the centuries between, the
House of Lesley was able to iron out some form
of equitable resolution, apparently with neither
legal strife nor any outbreak of hostility.
In 1445, George Lesley’s grandson, another
Sir George, was created a Lord of Parliament,
as the first Lord Lesley of Leven, thereafter
successfully annexing all of his lands and
holdings into a new entity to be known as the
barony of Ballinbreich. Eventually all of George
Lesley’s schemes bloomed in grand fruition
when he was elevated to the new title of Earl of
Rothes. Evidently, gripping fast to all that his
father had built was enough for the second Earl
of Rothes, and his own son is remembered for
little more than following his king, James IV,
into final glory at the massacre of Flodden.
Clearly though, the fourth Earl was much
more a man cut from his great-grandfather’s
cloth, boldly accepting an appointment to be one
of the Scottish commissioners for the nuptials
of Mary, Queen of Scots, to the French royal
heir in 1558. That Earl, also named George,
stoutly refused to acknowledge the Dauphin’s
right of dual ascension, and was subsequently
found murdered with three other Scottish nobles
in Dieppe. The news of those deaths electrified
not only Paris, but also Edinburgh and London,
and served as a wake-up call to the Leslies, and
other great Houses, like the Gordons and the
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Murrays, as well, that the Rough Wooing was
indeed afoot.
Suspicions of their last Earl being poisoned
soured the House of Leslie to politics in general
for quite some time thereafter, but the Sons of
the Griffins found their skills as fighting men in
high demand all across Europe, and wherever
war flared across the Continent, even onto the
farthest fields of Scandinavia, and the Baltic,
kings and warlords gladly emptied their war
chests for the Leslie fighters’ uncanny ability
to help them grip fast to the bloody flags of
victory.
Indeed, when the Wars of the Covenant
began to rattle the bones of Scotland herself,
the mercenary celebrity Alexander Leslie
was recalled by the Presbyterian dominies to
command the new Army of the Covenant, and
was elevated thereafter as the first Earl of Leven
for his services, basing his residence at the great
old keep of the Tower of Balgonie, which he
strove to improve and extend.
In that same era, over in the Rothes’ line of
the clan, David Lesley rose as yet another great
Covenanter commander. Though luminously
victorious over Montrose at the Battle of
Philiphaugh, David found he could not win

against the infamous butcher Cromwell and was
sorely routed by his royalist troops at Dunbar in
1650.
Capture and imprisonment rounded out David
Lesley’s run of ill luck, but the Restoration of
1660 saw him a free man again, achieving the
minor title of Lord Newark.
Though the fortunes of the Leslies waxed
again under the last of the Stuart kings, a rolling
accumulation of debt, and a recurring shortage
of male heirs, bound them into a general eclipse
of the former brilliance. They chose wisely
and well in all of the Jacobite rebellions, either
coming out for the government, or staying
distant and neutral, but the eighteenth century
still rewarded only their most conservative
strategies.
Yet even now, in this modern era, Leslie
Castle in Aberdeenshire stands proudly erect,
scrupulously held, and maintained as best as
can be managed at all times, and improved and
restored whenever humanly possible, by that
family who so adores her, and that great gold
griffin on the flag that waves triumphantly at her
battlements.
For those Leslies, aye, ask any one of ‘em,
they know how to hold on, and grip fast!

The Book is Coming!
The Book is Coming!

The printing process has begun! By early 2015 a compilation
of the first two years of Henceforth Tales should be available
for sale at fairs, events, etc.
Thank you all for your readership.

by Cass & Deborah Wright
Follow future issues of the Celtic Guide for further information about
this publication. . . and thank you for joining us at the hearth ! - DW
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On Sacred Ground

by Kathi Hennesey
USA

M

any ancient Celtic sacred
sites are marked by iconic
symbols of Christianity, a
religion that strived to erase all
traces of such paganism. It was
common for early Christians
to appropriate Celtic places
of worship by building their
churches there. Some of these
early, more modest churches
were then replaced by the aweinspiring Gothic cathedrals
and abbeys which still stand
today. These impressive works
of architecture have given us
an interesting physical link to
the ancient Celts and, in some
cases, we can literally walk in
the footsteps of the druids.
We’ll start our tour at
Chartres, a major center for the
druids of Gaul and a regional
capital of Celtic France.
Photo: Well of the Crypt (Cathedrale puits), Chartres Cathedral.
Located on the banks of the
Photograph by Guillaume Piolle, Wikimedia Commons.
Eure River, the region was
originally inhabited by the Carnutes, who gave Notre Dame de Chartres, is particularly steeped
Chartres its name. According to Julius Caesar, in mystic lore involving the Celts and other
the druids would gather here once a year in a esoteric traditions. Underneath the cathedral
sacred oak grove that included a holy well or is the largest underground crypt in France,
spring, where they would settle legal disputes almost a church of its own. It is here that we get
and religious questions. As with the other sites physically closer to the tradition that Chartres
on our tour, the conquering Romans erected a Cathedral was built atop a very important holy
temple on this Celtic holy ground. It was later Celtic sanctuary, a multi-chambered grotto
the site of several Christian churches, and finally with a holy well. Some say it was perhaps the
the magnificent Chartres Cathedral, considered most sacred in all of Gaul. And here we have
one of the finest achievements of Western an intriguing and more tangible connection to
a sacred Celtic past. According to French art
architecture and still perfectly preserved.
Chartres Cathedral, known also as Cathedral historian Emile Male, the ancient Gauls would
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put up statues of protective goddesses known as
The Mothers, near their holy wells and springs.
Sometimes these were in groups of threes,
sometimes a solitary goddess with an infant
on her knees. In the dark, mysterious crypt of
Chartres, there is a gallo-roman well known as
the Puits des Saints-Forts that might have served
such a purpose. Next to this ancient well is the
Chapel of the Notre Dame Sous-Terre, or Our
Lady of the Under Ground, containing one of
two Black Madonna statues at Chartres. Black
Madonnas are frequently traced back to preChristian mother goddess figures and are often
associated with healing miracles, protection and
magical powers. Some see this as an example of
early Christianity co-opting indigenous beliefs
to attract and convert non-Christians.
Black Madonnas are often kept in crypts or
the dark corners of a church, frequently near a
sacred well. The Black Madonna in the Chartres
crypt is a replica of a figure destroyed during
the French Revolution, which was dated from
the 11th or 12th century. There are earlier
references to a small, black image in the crypt,
of pagan origin.
It is interesting that the subterranean Black
Madonna figure wears a crown of oak leaves,
perhaps another druidic link. For a more indepth, albeit controversial look at this Celtic
connection, see French writer Jean Markale’s
Cathedral of the Black Madonna: The Druids
and the Mysteries of Chartres (1988). It is food
for thought that this key site where the ancient
Celts may have worshipped mother goddess
figures would become so strongly connected
with the worship of the Virgin Mary.
Also, in France, is Notre Dame Cathedral,
located on an island in the Seine River, in the
very heart of Paris. In fact, there’s a plaque in
front of the cathedral that marks Kilometre Zero,
from which all points in Paris are measured.
Before the time of Julius Caesar, the Parisii, the
Celtic tribe for whom the city is named, held
religious ceremonies in the sacred groves of this
island.

After the Roman conquest, a temple dedicated
to Jupiter was constructed here. In about 528
A.D., a basilica dedicated to St. Etienne was
built on the same site, where it stood until 1163.
In that year, the Bishop of Paris, Maurice de
Sully, laid the cornerstone for a new cathedral
to be built in honor of “Our Lady,” or Notre
Dame in French.
He was impressed by the new Gothic style
of architecture that he had seen at St. Denis, and
intended for Notre Dame to confirm the position
of Paris as a dominant center of Christendom.
The cathedral was finally completed in 1345
and it is a breathtaking example of French
Gothic architecture. If you visit, be sure to take
some time to see the excavated ancient wall
of the Parisii boat dock in the underground
archeological museum next to Notre Dame
Cathedral (Crypte archéologique du Parvis
Notre-Dame).
Moving north to London, we find iconic
symbols of British power located on what was
once the ancient Isle of Thorns or Thorney
Island. Where the River Tyburn splits to form the
island, you‘ll find the grounds of Buckingham
Palace and nearby, the Houses of Parliament
and Westminster Abbey. Before the Roman
occupation and Saxon conquest of London, this
was traditionally regarded as a solar site where
the druids made laws and had a Tree College.
As with the Notre Dame location in Paris, it
is thought that the occupying Romans built a
temple, in this case dedicated to Apollo, where
Westminster Abbey now stands. Other authors
and historians have suggested that Westminster
Abbey was near the site of an ancient burial
mound, Tot Hill. It was a site of great significance
to the ancient Celts in this area and is now a
modern spiritual center, a royal ceremonial
stage and a political capital.
This short article has barely scratched the
surface of a fascinating topic and is meant to
pique your interest in digging further, perhaps
even inspiring you to put these sites on your
“bucket list” if you haven’t yet visited.
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Nothing says “Celtic” or “ancient” like stonework and there are so many great remnants of
ancient stonework left to visit and view around the Celtic world. We’ve touched on just a few of
them in this issue and will obviously need to revisit this theme next year. It seems there just aren’t
enough months to cover all the theme ideas we receive, but, meanwhile, we’ll continue to provide
great (and FREE) monthly stories with a Celtic bent to them. Thanks for joining us!
January (published) - Unexplained Mysteries
February (published) - The Voyage
March - (published) - Spirituality
April - Superstitions (lots of these where the Celts are concerned!)
May - Castles and Cathedrals (nothing like stonework to say “Celtic”)
June - The Innovators (the inventors, the explorers, the first to try something new)
July - Legends and Lore (stories galore)
August - The Animals (we’ve left these poor creatures out, all along)
September - Wee Folk and Monsters (From Fae to Nessie, and everything in between)
October - Halloween (including the festival known as Samhainn in Scottish Gaelic
or Samhain in Irish, and other Celtic celebrations)
November - Seasons and Cycles (recurring themes from Celtic culture and history)
December - Gifts (our free-for-all, anything-goes, Christmas gift issue)
We will cover a lot of ground with this list of themes, so get those pencils sharpened!!
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